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Banned For Cobalt Use at the Meadowlands, 

Lambert Plans to Fight Charges
By Bill Finley
   Aaron Lambert, one of two trainers to be denied racing
privileges at the Meadowlands after a test on one of his
horses came back for an excess level of cobalt, said he is
innocent and believes he should be reinstated.
   Believing that trainers were using cobalt as a performance-
enhancing drug, the Meadowlands began out-of-competition
testing looking for the substance and sent samples to a lab
in Hong Kong. Last week, the Meadowlands revealed its
policies on the drug and said that any trainer whose horses
come back with a level of cobalt four times the norm will be
banned. Cobalt is a naturally occurring substance in the
body, but if a trainer uses the drug as a performance-
enhancer the horse will likely test positive for an excessive
level.
   The New Jersey Racing Commission does not test for
cobalt.
   Lambert said he will meet with Meadowlands owner Jeff
Gural next week to talk about his case.
   “They keep calling it an illegal drug, which it is not,” he
said. “It’s not even a drug. It was bought by my veterinarian
and administered by my veterinarian and none of that is
illegal. They are just in a witch hunt, really. Before I got in
trouble there was no ruling, nothing said about it. The New
Jersey Racing Commission came out and saw me and said
they thought it was wrong. When something like that is said,
you know you must have a case.”
   Lambert last started a horse at the Meadowlands on
January 4. He has had four winners from 19 starters at the
current meet.

Woodbine Announces 2014 Harness Stakes

Schedule; Purses Stay Largely Intact
   Having weathered the worst of the storm created when the

Slots at Racetracks Program
was eliminated, the Woodbine
Entertainment Group unveiled
a lucrative and packed 2014
harness stakes schedule
yesterday.
   The purses for a few races
suffered minor cuts, but WEG
more than made up for them
by adding the “Final Four”

races that were held in 2013 at the Meadowlands. The
Goldsmith Maid, Three Diamonds, Valley Victory and
Governor’s Cup will be held Oct. 25 and the combined
purses for those events will be $1.9 million.
   The other significant change was the movement of
Elegantimage Stakes. Held last year on June 15 it has been

moved to the late summer and will be contested on Sept.
13 on the same night as the Canadian Trotting Classic.
   The stakes schedule includes races worth a total of $12
million.
   The signature race of the meet will once again be the
Pepsi North America Cup. With a guaranteed purse of $1
million, the Cup final will take place June 14 at Mohawk.
The June 14 card also includes the $400,000 Fan
Hanover, the $325,000 Roses Are Red, the $270,000
Armbro Flight, the $225,000 Goodtimes and the $100,000
Gold Cup.
   The Metro will take place on August 30. Its purse was
reduced to $685,000 from $700,000 last year.
   Also in 2014, all finishers in the stakes finals will earn
purse money. The winner will continue to receive the
traditional 50% of the total purse, while those sixth through
last will get 1% each. Those finishing second through fifth
will receive 50%-24%-16%-10%, respectively, of the
remaining purse.
   Plus, if 11 horses or fewer declare to start in a stakes
series, there will be no eliminations and all declared horses
will advance directly to the final. Byes will no longer be
issued in stakes events.
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Dawn Lupul with jockey Eurico
Rosa da Silva

Woodbine Announcer Dawn Lupul May Have

Found Her Calling
By Perry Lefko
   In a sport that is male-dominated, Dawn Lupul continues to
break the gender barrier every time she calls a card of
harness racing.
   Lupul works as a broadcaster for Woodbine Entertainment
Group, appearing on camera as a host for both thoroughbred
and harness racing, but has subbed a few times for veteran
standardbred announcer Ken Middleton, most recently while
he took some time off during the holiday season.
   "After two years on the shelf, I was brought out of
retirement briefly," Lupul told Harness Racing Update this
week with a laugh.

   It's believed the only
other woman to call a
card of racing is the
late Sandy Penvose
Green, who filled in a
few times for Roger
Huston at the
Meadows when he was
occupied driving in
amateur races.
   In September, 2009,
Lupul made Canadian
history when she
became the first female
to announce a full card
of racing. Kelly
Spencer, the
innovative marketing
director for Grand River
Downs in Elora,
Ontario, wanted to try
something different so
she gave Lupul the

chance to call a card. Lupul has a background in both
harness racing as a onetime owner/trainer, as well as
broadcast experience that began in 1995 at Northlands
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The legendary Roger Huston has
high praise for Dawn Lupul

Park in Edmonton. But calling a card of racing presented a
different challenge and drew significant attention at the time.

Some of the veteran
race-callers working in
and around the Toronto
area, including Grand
River's Gary Guy and
former Woodbine
announcer Frank Salive,
had been urging Lupul to
call some races.
Spencer, who is always
devising different ways to
promote Grand River,
called on Lupul to fill in

Guy for one card because he had a commitment calling
races at Flamboro Downs. Lupul received on-line plaudits
leading up to and following her historic broadcast. One
person called it the Dawn of a new era.  
   "I did as much prep as I could by calling races off of the
TV, but it wasn't really the same as doing it live," she said. "I
was nervous because I knew that I was the first woman to
call a card in Canada and I didn't want to be horrible. I had
never called the races before, but it was something that I
always wanted to try. I found it interesting that it is such a
male-dominated profession. There aren't too many of those
areas left."
   She called about a dozen cards that year filling in for Guy
because of his Flamboro commitments.
   Lupul called four cards in her recent stint and gave herself
a passing grade.
   "For the stint I just had, I didn't make any glaring mistakes
or call the wrong horse coming in," she said. "I thought I
offered some good insight, yet there's still going to be people
who aren't going to like it. I'd say it's just because it's a
female and it's bucking tradition.
   "You look at football broadcasts and they have women on
the sidelines (doing interviews), but there are no women
play-by-play announcers or color commentators because it is
still much a male-dominated world," she added. "Horse
racing is no different. There just are no female race-callers.
It's been met with a lot of resistance (from the racing public).
There's also been some people who encourage it and like it.
I know Woodbine drew a lot of flak (over her recent spate of
announcing)."
   Apprised of Lupul's announcing, Huston said there is no
reason women shouldn't be calling races. He has
apprenticed 33 announcers, and is all in favour of women
doing the job.
   "No woman has ever asked me to be an announcer," he
said. "I can't speak for any other track's management, but
(management at The Meadows) has always been very
supportive of it. I really think (the only reason there aren't
more women race announcers) is because women haven't
tried to be announcers."
   Huston offered Green, who worked as a secretary in the
publicity office at The Meadows in 1976, a chance to call a
Powder Puff race.
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   "She did fine. I was tickled pink with her," he recalled. 
   He had her hone her craft calling qualifying races and
turned over the microphone to her when he had driving
commitments. She did so well that the late Stan Bergstein
offered her the chance to be the full-time announcer at
Freehold Raceway, but she turned it down because of family
reasons.
   "She was good," he said. "She had the perfect voice for
announcing. It wasn't a high shrill."
   Lupul's work caught the attention of Moira Fanning, the
director of publicity and event operations for the prestigious
Hambletonian Society/Breeders Crown.
   "I always have TVG on in the background at home and
was pleasantly surprised to hear (Dawn's) voice calling the
races," she said. "She did a good job. I had not heard any
advance on this and on consideration why should there be?
She's a sharp analyst and very capable caller. WEG has an
incredible stable of TV and announcing talent, of which
Dawn is one. I'm glad they are making use of her."
   Jamie Martin, WEG's vice-president racing, praised Lupul's
work.
   "It's not always easy to find an announcer, but I feel
confident if Ken were to go away again they would not
hesitate to use me in the future," Lupul said,
   Born in Alberta, Lupul will only list her age as somewhere
in the 40s. She has been involved in horse racing for much
of her life. When she was six, her father, Silver - yes, that's
really his name! - bought his first standardbred racehorse. A
professional engineer at the time, he moved the family to a
20-acre farm just outside of Edmonton to begin training his
horse. In later years, Dawn began owning and training
racehorses, including one horse, Cams Best Bet, that won
almost $400,000 in his career. Lupul stopped training horses
last year because of the demands of her job. 
   She said there are various challenges for a race caller
beyond just being a woman.
   "I find that I try to make my voice even lower," she said.
"It's a muscle like anything else, so for me the preparation is
to try to preserve the instrument as much as possible. In
terms of looking at the card and trying to memorize it, I don't
have that kind of photographic memory. I know some
announcers scan down the names and they just know (the
names of the horses). I don't have that luxury. I make my
sheets out very carefully so I can see who's driving the
horses and what saddlecloths they're wearing. I print the
names very big on my computer, so even though I'm using
binoculars I need to look down with my left eye. It's a bit
awkward for me and I haven't done enough of it to truly feel
comfortable. But I do think I've come a long way since I first
started. I would never say my (recent) performance was
flawless because it wasn't, but considering how (little) I've
done it I was pretty happy. I know the more I do it, the better
I'll get at it and the more comfortable. 
   “Through routine you get into a flow. You know exactly
when you want to say something. Woodbine is a little more
challenging because the harness track is so far removed
from the grandstand. Even when the horses are coming
down the stretch and in front of the grandstand, they're still

quite a ways away. It's a little bit more of a challenge than
calling at Grand River, which is a half-mile track. It's like
you can reach out and touch the backstretch.
   "I try to stay away from catchprases because I don't want
to be redundant in any way and I don't feel I'm comfortable
enough," she added. "On Boxing Day in 2011, a horse was
winning by 10 lengths and I said he could do the Tebow.
That was when Tim Tebow was popular. Mostly what I've
tried to do is be accurate and scan the field. You see
movement that is happening that the casual observer
wouldn't see, as opposed to calling who is first, second
and third. I was trying to see if somebody was making a
rush down the backside, and I thought I did that well on a
couple of occasions."
   Lupul has called the occasional race or card for a
particular promotion - including one for thoroughbred
racing at Fort Erie - and is quite willing to do it again.
   "It's like being trotted out as the prodigal female," she
said. "To take advantage of something like that because I
am unique and to be able to use it to bring something extra
to a special day is fantastic, I think." 

Exchange Wagering May Debut This Year at

Monmouth; Meadowlands Still Mulling Its

Options
   Betfair and Monmouth Park have reached a five-year
deal that could usher in exchange wagering at the New
Jersey thoroughbred track this year.
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   Betfair is the leader in the
exchange wagering market and
owns TVG. New Jersey and
California are the only two U.S.
states where the form of wagering

has been legalized. 
   A few regulatory hurdles remain to be cleared before
Monmouth/Betfair can begin to offer exchange wagering, but
Monmouth Park’s Dennis Drazin said he was hopeful that
the it would be up and running by May.
   “If not May, maybe June, but I don’t see any problem being
able to offer it at the Monmouth meet, he said.
   Only New Jersey residents will be allowed to open Betfair
accounts.
   Monmouth’s move toward exchange wagering could make
it easier for the form of betting to be implemented at the
Meadowlands and, perhaps, Freehold. Meadowlands
General Manager Jason Settlemoir said no plans have been
made yet to begin exchange wagering at the Big M, but he
admits he is a fan of that type of betting.
   “I made a presentation to the Board of Directors of the
USTA a few years ago about exchange wagering and I
happen to believe that it is part of racing’s future,” he said.
“It’s more of the quick-action type of betting that my
generation of fans and gamblers seems to prefer.   

Breeders Crown Goes to Two-Day Format for

2014
   The 2014 Breeders Crown at The Meadowlands will be
raced over two nights in November, with the year-end
championships divided into a four-race block of distaff  races
on Friday, Nov. 21 and the remaining eight championship
races held Saturday, Nov. 22.
   The $500,000 Breeders Crown Trot and Pace for
3-year-old fillies, and a pair of $250,000 Crowns for Mare
pacers and trotters will be raced on Friday night. All four
$500,000 Two-Year-Old events, the $500,000 sophomore
colt pace and trot and the $400,000 Crown Pace and
$500,000 Crown Trot will be raced on Saturday night.
   “We are very proud to bring The Breeders Crown back to
The Meadowlands,” said Meadowlands Chairman Jeff Gural. 
“Expanding the event to two nights is something I am very
excited about.  It creates a weekend of championship racing
and gives us an opportunity to be very innovative with new
kinds of wagers, promotions and an opportunity to make the
Breeders Crown experience even better for our customers.  
   “The new facility at Meadowlands Racing & Entertainment
offers excellent dining options including Pink, featuring the
highest quality of food and Trotters, an Owners Club, where
owners of horses racing in the Breeders Crown can enjoy
elegant dining in a wonderful atmosphere while watching
their horses compete.” continued Gural. 
   “Many will take advantage of our luxurious sky box suites
to watch the races.  In addition, fans will be able to enjoy
The Breeders Crown in high-definition at The Meadowlands
and can watch the Championship races on massive 12 by 20
foot high-definition screens in Victory Sports Bar.  This will

be a Breeders Crown experience unlike any other.”
   Tom Charters, president of The Hambletonian Society,
which owns and administrates the Breeders Crown series,

is familiar with the demands of
staging the event at rotating host
tracks, as well as the Society’s
flexibility in presenting the event. 
   “The Breeders Crown has been
conducted in just about every
format – single races, blocks of
races, all 12 races on one night –
and we try always to be sensitive

to host track parameters while still getting the most “bang”
out of the event in regard to publicity, TV and promotions,”
said Charters.
   “The Meadowlands Racetrack has been home to many
of harness racing’s most important events over the past 30
years,” continued Charters. “We look forward to the return
of the Breeders Crown under Jeff Gural's management
and especially look forward to the new facility. The
horsemen of New Jersey and the SBOA of  NJ realize the
importance of stakes racing in maintaining the profile of the
New Meadowlands and have always been supportive of
our efforts.”  
   The one-mile oval in East Rutherford, New Jersey, has
hosted 67 Breeders Crown races – more than any other
racetrack and in 2014 will celebrate 30 years of Breeders
Crown history.  

http://Www.HarnessRacingUpdate.com
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Big McDeal is among the horses
scheduled to be sold Monday at
the Meadowlands

The Eden Park Equestrian
Complex will host the return of
the Ohio Selected Jug Yearling
Sale

January Mixed Supplement Now Available
   The Supplement
Catalog and updated
racelines for the
Meadowlands January
Select Mixed Sale are
now available on the
Tattersalls website,
www.tattersallsredmile.c
om , and on the
Equineline sale catalog
app for the iPad. The
printed supplement
catalog will be available

at major racetracks and at the sale.
   The January Mixed gets underway at 11:00 a.m. next
Monday, January 20, in the Meadowlands race paddock,
with yearlings, stallion shares and broodmares selling first,
followed by racehorses.
   The supplement features a share in leading first-crop
pacing sire Well Said, whose book is full and closed for the
2014 season. Several green 3 year olds will also be sold in
the supplement, including Ideal Shadow, who won his first
career start in a recent qualifier at the Meadowlands in
1:56.1-:27.1.
   “We’ve had a tremendous number of inquiries about the
sale from all the big racing outfits, and as always, I expect

there will be a huge demand for fresh, quality racehorses,”
said sale manager David Reid. “The number of horses that
are currently racing with success, and those in-to-go this
weekend, is outstanding. Over the past week or so there 
have been well over 25 horses that have won races just at
the Meadowlands, Yonkers and Woodbine,” he added.
"Also, over 100 horses that are selling will race or qualify
between now and sale time."
   The racehorse section of the sale also features
“Magnificent Mares” to race or breed, including the pair of
World Champions Big McDeal and Frau Blucher.  

First Foal of 2014 Arrives at Hanover Shoe

Farms
   The first of 316 anticipated Hanover Shoe Farms foals of
2014 arrived at the Farms Saturday morning at 4.00 a.m.
   The foal, a filly by leading pacing sire
Somebeachsomewhere, is the second foal from the young
Rocknroll Hanover mare Summer Thriller p.2,1:59.2, a half
sister to Vertical Horizon p.2,1:57.2, 3,1:50.4f,
1:49.3f($856,063). Summer Thriller's first foal is the
yearling Somebeachsomewhere colt Speedster Hanover. 
   He will be one of the featured yearlings in the Hanover
Shoe Farms consignments this Fall. 
   In addition to the remaining 315 Hanover Shoe Farms
foals scheduled to arrive in 2014 another 74 outside
owned foals are expected.  

Ohio Jug Sale Back in ’14
   The Ohio Selected Jug Yearling Sale will be back in
business this year,  with the 2014 sale slated for
September 15 at noon at the Eden Park Equestrian

Complex in Sunbury,
Ohio.
   The single-session
sale, conducted by the
Ohio Harness Horse
Breeders and the
Lexington Selected
Yearling Sales Co., will
be held on the Monday
prior to the Little Brown
Jug.

   The Jug Sale has been on hiatus the past three years
due to the shrinking foal crop in Ohio. Now that video
lottery terminals are in place at Ohio’s harness tracks, the
state’s foal crop has blossomed over the past two years.
   According to the U.S. Trotting Association and the Ohio
Harness Horsemen’s Association, there were 1,650
Standardbred mares bred in Ohio in 2012, 2,200 in 2013…
quite a considerable jump from the 400 bred just a few
years ago.
   “We’re glad to be back in business in Ohio,” said sale
manager Randy Manges. “Ohio is now second only to
Pennsylvania in number of mares bred each year, and as
all the new farms and new stallions show, interest in the
program has never been higher.”

http://Www.HarnessRacingUpdate.com
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   According to Manges, the sale will again represent a solid
core of Ohio’s most prominent breeders. “With the quality of
the horses we’ll be selling, and the skyrocketing growth in
Ohio Sire Stakes purses, we expect to see buyers from not
only Ohio, but from all over the U.S.,” he said.
   Entries for the sale will be taken through April 15. Those
wishing to consign should contact the sales company’s
Lexington office by calling (859) 255-8431 or email Randy
Manges at randy@kentuckystandardbred.com .

Freehold Gets Through Card Without Incident
   For the first time since starting gate-gate, last Friday’s
horrific accident in which six drivers were injured after the
starting gate car spun out of control and crashed into the
field, racing returned to Freehold yesterday.
   The remainder of the card was canceled after the accident,
as was the next day’s races. Yesterday, over a fast track and
on a dry day in Central New Jersey, they conducted 10
races without any mishaps.

By Brett Sturman
Race 7, F&M B-1 Pace
   That was a tough DQ last week for MARTY PARTY after
Pierce wrestled her down into the two hole after being
parked early through a :26:4 opening quarter.  She still had
enough to flaunt her class and power away late; at least this
one still finds herself in the B-1 classification albeit against a
slightly tougher group.  BIG MCDEAL was no match in her
last pair against Lorrie Please but this is a key drop; won at
this level three back.  BILLMAR SCOOTER faded when last
seen at the end of December and is a tough read now at age
9; I wouldn't blame anyone for playing against.  MANDY'S
MATTJESTY was hard used in her last couple for Burke but
those were against 3-year-olds only; this will be tougher.  SO
NICE makes her second start back but isn't done any favors
by the post draw.

Race 8, B-2 Trot
   SMOOTHER RIDE rode the wood last week when starting
from the pole but he was overmatched anyway in that spot. 
He'll be put in play tonight and with Andy committed
elsewhere, we get Simons instead.  Will offer a price. 
CORAGGIOSO makes his first start since September while
going first start for Julie Miller; a definite wild card in here. 
MCTINY'S HOPE went first over last out into a 1:53 mile; in

sharp form.  RIVERFEST steps back up off a win and
loses Callahan; needs a live flow.  SHEENA'S SHADOW is
CC's pick although I'm not sold at a short price.  FOR YOU
ALMOSTFREE took all the money last week and didn't
have the easiest trip.   

Race 9, F&M B-2 Pace
   MARINADE HANOVER looks like a new horse since
moving to Toscano a couple races back and that most
recent where this one brushed through a half in :54 was
really decent looking.  DM opts off to the morning line
favorite but RP will do here just as well; must include. 
HANDSOFFMYCUPCAKE was Miller's pick of a few but
needed a bit more in her last pair; former NYSS star is not
a cinch.  PRECIOUS ROSE N paid instant dividends last
out on the barn change to Burke and now takes the
appropriate step up; an obvious short priced contender. 
UNRED HANOVER was involved in a fast mile when last
seen here and generally does good work over this track. 
SARANDON BLUE CHIP is a reach but wouldn't be a total
shock. 

Race 10, B-2/B-1 Trot
   GREY ICE had the unenviable task of going first up last
week against #9, but it wasn't a bad try and Pierce does
stick here.  Can win with a trip.  There's no question
TEMPLE OF DOOM is going in the right direction and it
would be hard to think Miller won't be leaving with him;
needs to overcome any early trouble from out here. 
OMNIPOTENT beat many of these two back and now is
likely to be overlooked; I wouldn't be so quick to dismiss
now.  TWIN B SPIKE MAN was a top selection here two
weeks ago and then won last out at 25/1; go figure. 
AISLING was empty when last seen here and I won't be
playing; MARION MONACO continues to be put in good
early positions.
$12 ticket ($1 base):  3 / 2-8 / 4-5 / 1-8-9
$72 ticket ($1 base):  2-3 / 2-5-8 / 4-5-9 / 1-8-9-10   

Track Race Purse
Meadowlands 2nd Open, Trot $30,000 pps
Yonkers 6th, Open Hdcp $33,000 pps
Woodbine 10th, Blizzard $15,000 pps
Past Performances courtesy of TrackMaster. For full card
pps got to www.trackmaster.com 
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Time To Quit

Clementine Dream

© Copyright Harness Racing Update.
This newspaper may not be reproduced in any form or by
any means, electronic or mechanical, without prior
written permission of the copyright owner, MB
Publishing Inc. Information as to the races, race results
and earnings was obtained from results charts published

by the United States Trotting Association and utilized
here with the permission of the copyright owner.

Monday’s Results
10, DD, $20,000, P, FILLIES/MARES Winners Over $12,000
Last 6 Starts / Open Post Positions 1 thru 3 Drawn Post
Positions 4 thru 6 Drawn, 26.1, 55.3, 1:23.1, 1:52.3, FT
Monochromatic (m, 9, Dream Away--Miss Ty, by Big
Towner) O-North State Street Stable. B-Charlene M
Crissman. T-Dylan Davis. D-Corey Callahan, $10,000,
Lifetime Record: 162-47-25-18, $764,155

Thursday’s Results
8, DD, $27,500, P, DELAWARE Special, 27.1, 56.0, 1:23.3,
1:51.4, FT
Jeremy's Successor (g, 10, Mach Three--Gentle Audrey,
by Artsplace), $70,000 2005 SHS-HBG O-Heavenly Ways.
B-Tara Hills Stud LTD, CA. T-Crissy Crissman-Bier. D-Trace
Tetrick, $13,750, Lifetime Record: 190-42-38-27, $880,985
To view replay click here

10, DD, $30,000, P, Preferred, 26.1, 55.2, 1:22.3, 1:50.2, FT
1-Nova Artist (h, 7, Real Artist--Avon Lady, by Elegant
Osborne), $35,000 2008 SHS-HBG O-Howard Edward &
Kathleen Davis. B-Arlene L & Jules J Siegel. T-Eddie Davis.
D-Allan Davis, $15,000, Lifetime Record: 130-32-21-19,
$798,167
2-Adventure Bound (g, 6, Camluck--Unchained Speed, by
Ball And Chain) O-Wm Kenneth Wood & William J Dittmar Jr
& Stephen J Iaquinta. B-Millar Farms, CA. T-Eric Ell. D-Ron
Pierce, $7,500
3-Texican N (g, 6, Bettor's Delight--Bury My Heart, by In The
Pocket) O-Harry von Knoblauch. B-Mrs M Carson, NZ.
T-Peter Tritton. D-Ross Wolfenden, $3,600
Calls: 4, 1, H, 1, NK
Finish Order: E Z Noah, Dynamic Youth, Rock On Moe
To view replay click here

11, DD, $20,000, P, HORSES/COLTS/GELDINGS Winners
Over $12,000 Last 6 Starts / Open Post Position No. 7
Assigned, 26.3, 56.0, 1:24.0, 1:51.4, FT
Gd Airliner (g, 6, Panspacificflight--Mackenzie Beth, by
Sportsmaster), $8,500 2009 HOOSIER O-Howard A Taylor.
B-Sam H Schwartz. T-Dylan Davis. D-Corey Callahan,
$10,000, Lifetime Record: 98-32-8-9, $400,419
To view replay click here

Missed an Edition of the HRU?
Check out our archive at www.harnessracingupdate.com

Thursday’s Results
2, M, $15,000, Pace. Super Bowl. 27.4 56.0  (28.1) 1:25.0 
(29.0) 1:55.1  (30.1) FT

Time To Quit (4, G   Chocolatier
- Lovable Truth - Conway Hall)
O-Burke Racing Stable LLC,
Weaver Bruscemi LLC, Phillip
Collura. B-Al Libfeld. T-Ron Burke.
D-Yannick Gingras, $7,500.
Lifetime Record: 17-6-1-2,
$31,530

To view replay click here

4, M. $15,000, Pace. Super Bowl.
28.1 57.0  (28.4) 1:26.3  (29.3)
1:55.2  (28.4) FT
Clementine Dream (Infinitif -
Catch Fortuna - Speedy Crown)
O-Brian Paquet & Racing Team of
America. B-Reve Avec Moi
Dreamwithme. T-Mark Harder. D-

Scott Zeron, $7,500. Lifetime Record: 13-3-3-1, $22,325.
To view replay click here

Monday’s Results
7, Mea, $22,500, P, *F&M NOT LISTED
PREF/PREFERRED HANDICAP* P.P.1-7 DRAWN; 8-9
DRAWN, M, 27.3, 57.2, 1:26.3, 1:55.2, GD
Blissfull Romance (m, 5, Blissfull Hall--Draconian
Promise, by Rustler Hanover) O-Burke Racing Stable
LLC & Weaver Bruscemi LLC. B-Cully J Mcginnis &
Lawrence G Simon, CA. T-Ron Burke. D-Dave Palone,
$11,250, Lifetime Record: 64-21-12-10, $146,355
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